FootApp Instruction Manual

Instruction manual
The scope of this manual is the understanding of main operations of Foot App web
application so the user will be able to setup a football academy by providing main data such
as periods, class and main classes. And after the main setup entry of athlete’s main data, and
qualitative data such as performances, trainings etc. Finally using all this data entries learn to
view and determine information of athlete’s progress and suggestions for performance
improvements.
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1.General Info
1.1 Login screen
For using FootApp web application a user must be logged in. This is done by filling
username, password and period that user want’s to process on login screen.

1.2 Main form
Application main form is easy to understand. Consists of a main menu on the left of
the screen that is easily hide/show. By selecting an option on that menu, the form appears
as a tab on top of the application. By this is easily to open and navigate through multiple
windows.
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1.3 Toolbar icons
Before explaining the main files and operations of the web application, an explanation of
the main toolbar that a user will face in all the applications forms follows.
Button Icon

Action
Insert record
Edit loaded record
Save record

Delete record

Refresh record
Print
Search record
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2. Main files
Before start using FootApp several master files must be fulfilled. Those files consists
of team academy main data, academy classes and subclasses. The entry of data are made
easily by using toolbar on the top of every form. The forms that are described below must be
fulfilled on described order. They are self-teachable and explaining is provided if its needed.

2.1 Team data
Team academy data can be fulfilled by selecting on menu Settings -> Team. This is done only
of the first time.

2.2 Periods
Athletic periods data must fulfill by selecting on menu Settings -> Periods. This is done only
one time per period, and it is used for differentiating athletes data per period, and make
comparisons of their performances.
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2.3 Team Classes
By selecting Settings -> Main Classes a form for inserting data about different classes
of the academy is viewed. Class also can be translated as a team of the academy consisted of
athletes with specific ages.

2.4 Sub Classes
Menu option Settings -> Sub Classes. Sub classes is sub teams of a team. On that
form, except of the main data, must fulfill also the ages of the athletes of that subclass and
select the main class that owns it.

2.5 Trainers
By selecting Settings -> Trainers, the form of trainers data appears. This form has
two main tabs on accordion layout, Basic Info and Trainer Classes. At basic info, main data of
trainers must be fulfilled and at Trainer Classes is optional to fulfill which subclasses trains.
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3. Athletes
This is the main form of the application. At this form except from the main athlete’s
data, there are also sub forms that shows the qualitative data of the athlete (performances,
trainings, comments, progress etc.). It’s worth to mention that for inserting athletes to the
application all the above data on chapter 2 must fulfilled.
At this form there is a sub menu on the left of the form. By selecting an option, a sub
form appears presenting the appropriate data.

3.1 Main Data

Except of the main data of the athlete user must set the class / subclass that athlete
exists at the specific period. This can be done later but till this happens athlete cannot be
used on insertion of performances and other benchmarks. For inserting a period to athlete
click + button at the bottom of the Classes Per Period grid and a dialog appears for selecting
class and subclass of the athlete. Then click save button of the main toolbar.

3.2 Athlete Performances
Performances option displays a grid with all the performance info of the student
group by Test Group.
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3.3 Athlete Trainings
Trainings option displays a grid that contains training data and a summary panel that
shows total absences and average rating at trainings.
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3.4 Athlete Matches
Matches option provides info of the matches that athlete take place, rating of the
coach, gameplay time, red and yellow cards acquired.

3.5 Athlete Comments
Comments option displays a grid that contains comments from the trainer of the
athlete. Comments are grouped according to Comment type.
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Comment types are managed from Settings -> Comment Types menu.

3.6 Athlete Statistics
Athlete statistics contains 3 options. Each option provides info that combines
performances data in different manners.

3.6.1 Groups
Athlete Statistics summarized on Performance Groups. This is the easiest to
understand display of the application. Firstly, athletes’ performances summarized and
converted to a grade scale from 1-10. Then grouped by performance groups and compared
to athlete’s team grade average.
According to that, if the athlete average performance is below subclass average then
exercise suggestions made for the athlete in order to improve his performance on the
specific performance group.
Moreover, a graph at the right views by red subclass average performance and by
blue athletes’ performance. So, when blue shows up on the specific performance group
means that athlete is above subclass average.
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3.6.2 Grades
Athlete’s Grades provides an easier to understand view of athlete’s performance on
a specific exercise. For better understanding performances converted to grades with 1-10
scale.
This form has two main areas. Above a grid that displays athlete’s grades per
exercise, having arrows that show up and down according to grades. Below a graph that
displays the grades of the selected exercise.

Using the chart user of the application understands easily the progress of the athlete
in the specific exercise.

3.6.3 Comparisons
Athlete’s performances comparisons is a more detailed info that displays athlete’s
performances per exercise compared with the average performance, maximum
performance, and minimum performance of the subclass that athlete belongs. Using this
form user can easily understand what the “position” of the athlete at his/her subclass is.
Also, here there is a grid on the upper position of the form and a graph on the
bottom.
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4. Performances
At previous chapter mentioned performances of the athletes on various places, and
statistics options used this data for providing all that information. So, the entry of athlete’s
performances is made to this form and it is on Performances menu.

For easy and fast entry of performances, the insertion is made per subclass. For
better understanding the entry process is described below in steps:

1. Click on insert button

.

2. Insert the basic data, that are Test Date, Select the Subclass by pressing
on subclass field and also Test by pressing
mandatory field.

on Test field. Comment is not

3. Then click save button
.
4. Click Create Athletes List. After that step the grid is filled with all the athletes
that exists on the selected subclass.
5. Finally insert performances and if athlete is present or not and click Save button
at the end.

Moreover, using search button
deleting.

user can load a saved performance for editing or

Above entry process is used for Trainings and Matches data that are mentioned below.
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5.Trainings
FootApp web application provides the ability to entry data of trainings provided by
the trainer of the subclass. This option is on main menu Trainings.
Likewise, performances form the same logic on inserting mass data per subclass.
Here trainer/user can insert the presence, rating and comments per athlete.
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6. Matches
On matches menu FootApp is capable for entry of matches performance per athlete.
Again here mass entry of data per subclass is used, and the user can insert a general rating,
presence, comments and cards acquired per athlete on specific match.
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7.Mass Data Info
Capability of displaying performances of athletes in a massive way for easily
comparison is provided from Mass Data Info option.
At this form user must select the class and the subclass that prefers and the report
type (Performance Values or Grades).
If Performance Values is selected, then the grid filled up with performances of all the
athletes that exists on selected subclass. Also, there is columns that provides Minimum,
Maximum and Average Values of subclass athlete’s for easily comparison’s.

Grade Values option views same data of performance values but converted in
Grades with 1-10 scale.
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8. Test – Test Groups
Performance analysis are based to Tests that are grouped in Test Groups. FootApp
provides the ability to change the tests by adding or editing already inserted test. This can be
done from Settings menu -> Tests.
Limits is not used at the specific version of FootApp because of lack of info provided.
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